Recent temporal action proposal generation approaches have suggested integrating segment-and snippet scorebased methodologies to produce proposals with high recall and accurate boundaries. In this paper, different from such a hybrid strategy, we focus on the potential of the snippet score-based approach. Specifically, we propose a new snippet score-based method, named Snippet Relatedness-based Generator (SRG), with a novel concept of "snippet relatedness". Snippet relatedness represents which snippets are related to a specific action instance. To effectively learn this snippet relatedness, we present "pyramid non-local operations" for locally and globally capturing long-range dependencies among snippets. By employing these components, SRG first produces a 2D relatedness score map that enables the generation of various temporal intervals reliably covering most action instances with high overlap. Then, SRG evaluates the action confidence scores of these temporal intervals and refines their boundaries to obtain temporal action proposals. On THUMOS-14 and ActivityNet-1.3 datasets, SRG outperforms state-of-the-art methods for temporal action proposal generation. Furthermore, compared to competing proposal generators, SRG leads to significant improvements in temporal action detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
P EOPLE can easily share and watch large numbers of videos due to the growth of digital media platforms. The analysis of these real-world videos has attracted considerable attention in the computer vision community. One of the major tasks is temporal action detection, which aims to detect action instances in a long untrimmed video. Specifically, the detection 1 . Overview of our approach. Given an input video, we first produce three types of score maps (i.e., relatedness, starting, and ending). Each score map contains multiple score sequences for all snippets. Then, we generate various temporal intervals by collecting the locations of high-score snippets in the score maps. To obtain temporal action proposals, we estimate the action confidence scores of these temporal intervals and adjust their boundaries.
process includes localizing temporal boundaries and classifying the class of each instance. Temporal action detection can be used in many applications such as smart surveillance [1] , [2] , video summarization [3] , [4] , [5] , and video retrieval [6] , [7] , [8] . Similar to object proposals for object detection [9] , [10] , [11] , temporal action proposals play an important role in temporal action detection [12] , [13] , [14] . Specifically, many methods [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] for temporal action detection perform proposal generation followed by action classification. For this reason, the performance of temporal action detection can be improved by generating a few proposals that capture temporal action instances with high overlap.
Temporal action proposal generation methods [12] , [14] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] can be categorized into segment-based, snippet score-based, and hybrid methods. Segment-based methods [12] , [14] , [19] , [20] directly use sliding windows to define temporal segments and evaluate their action confidence scores. By adopting a large number of segments with several temporal spans, these methods achieve high recall performance. However, uniformly distributed segments provide inaccurate boundaries for action instances.
To address the inaccurate boundary problem of segmentbased proposals, snippet score-based methods [22] , [18] have been proposed, where a snippet is defined as a set of a few consecutive frames [12] . In such methods, actionness or boundary scores are evaluated for individual snippets, and the locations of snippets with high scores are then grouped to form proposals. Although snippet-level evaluation can provide accurate boundaries, low-quality snippet scores often result in missing action instances.
Hybrid methods [23] , [21] aim to generate proposals with both high recall and accurate boundaries by combining segment-and snippet score-based methods. These methods achieve higher performance than other types of methods. However, hybrid methods still exploit the low-quality 1D score sequences for fusion processes.
To overcome the problems mentioned above, in this paper, we present a novel concept of "snippet relatedness" to consider the local relations among snippets. The snippet relatedness is related to the local consistency of consecutive frames, which plays an important role in tasks requiring the relations among frames or images [24] , [25] , [26] . Specifically, we propose a new snippet score-based approach, named Snippet Relatedness-based Generator (SRG), with the snippet relatedness (see Fig. 1 ). Snippet relatedness indicates which snippets are related to a specific action instance. Based on the snippet relatedness, we evaluate relatedness scores that indicate whether neighboring snippets s nbr = (s t − nbr , s t + nbr ) belong to the same action instance as a reference snippet s ref (see the middle of Fig. 1 ). Here, s t − nbr and s t + nbr denote the past and future snippets of s ref , respectively. Note that our relatedness score is different from the actionness score. First, a relatedness score sequence considers only the action instance to which the reference snippet belongs, while an actionness score sequence includes all action instances in an input video. Second, existing snippet score-based methods directly use a 1D actionness score sequence to obtain proposals. Unlike this, we produce a 2D relatedness score map by manipulating the multiple 1D score sequences for all snippets. To effectively learn the snippet relatedness, we present "pyramid non-local (PN) operations" that locally and globally capture long-range dependencies among snippets. By employing these components, SRG first produces three types of 2D score maps (i.e., relatedness, starting, and ending), which enable the generation of various snippet score-based temporal intervals. These temporal intervals reliably cover most action instances with high overlap. Next, SRG evaluates the action confidence scores of the temporal intervals and adjusts their boundaries to generate temporal action proposals. In experiments, SRG outperforms state-of-the-art methods for temporal action proposal generation on THUMOS-14 [27] and ActivityNet-1.3 [28] . For temporal action detection, we further demonstrate that with the same a standard action classifier, our proposals outperform competing proposals by a large margin.
In summary, our contributions are four-fold:
• We propose a new snippet score-based approach, named SRG, with a novel concept of "snippet relatedness" for high-quality temporal action proposal generation.
• Different from actionness scores, we manipulate multiple 1D score sequences to produce a 2D relatedness score map that enables the generation of various temporal intervals covering most action instances with high overlap.
• We present "pyramid non-local (PN) operations" to effectively learn the snippet relatedness by locally and globally capturing long-range dependencies.
• We conduct extensive experiments on large-scale datasets, where SRG achieves state-of-the-art performance for temporal action proposal generation. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review previous works on action recognition, temporal action detection, and temporal action proposal generation. In Section III, the details of the proposed method are delineated in two subsections. Experiments on benchmark datasets are described to verify the effectiveness and superiority of our approach in Section IV. In Section V, we discuss the limitations of the proposed method. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Action Recognition
Action recognition on a trimmed video has been studied extensively in the past. Earlier works [29] , [30] , [31] exploited hand-crafted features. Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have driven impressive progress. Among the various architectures of CNNs, two-stream networks [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] have achieved state-of-the-art performance by either separately or jointly learning appearance and motion features. 3D CNNs [37] , [38] have also achieved excellent performance by learning spatio-temporal features.
B. Temporal Action Detection
Temporal action detection predicts the action categories, start times, and end times of action instances in an untrimmed video. S-CNN [14] uses multiple 3D CNNs consisting of proposal, classification, and localization networks for temporal action detection. R-C3D [39] and TAL-Net [15] adopt the framework of Faster R-CNN [11] with a modification for considering large variations in action duration. Shou et al. [40] proposed convolutional-de-convolutional filters that perform spatial downsampling and temporal upsampling operations to learn high-level action semantics and temporal dynamics. Gao et al. [41] employed cascaded boundary regressors to improve the temporal action boundaries. Zhao et al. [18] proposed a structured temporal pyramid and a completeness classifier to produce a global action representation.
C. Temporal Action Proposal Generation
We categorize temporal action proposal generation methods into three types: segment-based, snippet score-based, and hybrid methods. Segment-based methods directly use sliding windows for temporal segments and evaluate their action confidence scores. S-CNN-prop [14] adopts C3D [38] as a binary classifier to evaluate confidence scores of segments. TURN [12] jointly conducts binary classification and temporal boundary regression on segments.
Snippet score-based methods are based on snippet-level action scores, which yield accurate action boundaries. TAG [18] initially evaluates actionness scores of snippets. After that, the locations of high-score snippets are grouped as proposals by using the watershed algorithm [42] . BSN [22] estimates the boundary scores of snippets to generate proposals, and then their confidence scores are evaluated.
Hybrid methods integrate both types of methods discussed above to generate proposals with both high recall and accurate boundaries. CTAP [21] first generates initial proposals by employing actionness scores and sliding window sampling. Then, complementary proposals are collected from the initial proposals. CTAP further conducts action confidence evaluation and boundary adjustment on the collected proposals. MGG [23] consists of a segment proposal generator and a frame actionness generator for segment-based proposals and snippet-level actionness scores, respectively. To obtain the final proposals, the boundaries of the segment-based proposals are adjusted based on the snippet-level scores.
III. OUR APPROACH
In this section, we explain the proposed approach, namely SRG, in two steps: temporal interval generation and temporal interval evaluation. The framework of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
A. Temporal Interval Generation
In this step, we aim to generate various snippet score-based temporal intervals with high recall and accurate boundaries. To this end, we introduce a CNN model, called Temporal Interval Generation Network (TIGN), which produces three types of 2D score maps (i.e., relatedness, starting, and ending) for an input video.
Snippet-level feature sequence. Similar to previous methods [21] , [41] , we define a snippet sequence S = {s l } L S l=1 of an input video consisting of N V frames, where L S is the length of S. L S is calculated as N V /N s , where N s is the number of frames in a snippet. By using a snippet s l as input of the twostream network [36] , we obtain an appearance feature vector f a l ∈ R da and a motion feature vector f m l ∈ R dm , where d a and d m are the dimensions of each feature vector. Then, a snippet-level feature sequence F S is denoted as follows:
Temporal Interval Generation Network (TIGN). Given F S as input, TIGN produces relatedness, starting, and ending score maps. In detail, the relatedness scores indicate whether neighboring snippets s nbr = (s t − nbr , s t + nbr ) of a reference snippet s ref are related snippets. We define related snippets as snippets in s nbr that belong to the same action instance as s ref . Similar to the relatedness score, the starting (ending) score represents whether the locations of s t − nbr (s t + nbr ) and s ref are the starting (ending) of the action instance that s ref belongs to. For clarity, we present toy examples to illustrate the concepts of related, starting, and ending snippets in Fig. 3 . We consider all snippets in F S as reference snippets, which yields a 1D score sequence for each snippet. Consequently, TIGN generates three types of 2D score maps by manipulating the corresponding types of multiple 1D score sequences. Note that TIGN does not use the sliding window technique to generate these 2D score maps, but produces them by processing a snippet sequence for the whole input video at once without any redundant operations.
TIGN architecture. As shown in Fig. 4 , TIGN consists of three types of blocks, namely, attention, PN, and output blocks. Motivated by recent successful works on attention [43] , [44] , we introduce two attention blocks to focus on important appearance and motion features, individually. For each attention block, we adopt CBAM [44] and change the spatial attention to temporal attention.
Given the concatenated outputs of each attention block as input, the PN block performs a temporal pyramid pooling operation and the non-local operation [45] (see the top of Fig.  5 ). In [46] , spatial pyramid pooling is successfully used to encode local and global context information. Inspired by this, we introduce a temporal pyramid pooling operation involving average pooling over several temporal spans. Furthermore, we apply the non-local operation to each temporal pooling feature and the residual feature to effectively encode the relatedness among all snippets. Then, we upsample the outputs of the nonlocal operations to the length of the input snippet sequence. Finally, we concatenate these upsampled features to be fed into a convolutional layer.
In the output block, we employ three convolutional layers and three activation functions to estimate a relatedness score map O r , a starting score map O s , and an ending score map O e (see the bottom left of Fig. 5 ). For the three convolutional layers, the numbers of filters f r , f s , and f e are set to the lengths of O r , O s , and O e , respectively. We use sigmoid activation for O r and softmax activation for O s and O e .
TIGN training. For training TIGN, we design a multi-task loss function L T IGN as follows: where M r ∈ R L S ×L Sr , M s ∈ R L S ×L Ss , and M e ∈ R L S ×L Se are label maps for the relatedness, starting, and ending scores, respectively, and L Sr , L Ss , and L Se are the widths of the corresponding label maps. We annotate M r , M s , and M e based on action instances in a snippet sequence, as shown in Fig. 6 . M r can be annotated as previously described with regard to the concept of the snippet relatedness. For M s and M e , we add the index "none" for the non-existence of an action instance to enable the use of softmax activation for each row. Temporal intervals. We generate two types of temporal intervals p = (t s , t e ) based on the score sequences in O r , O s , and O e , as shown in Fig. 7 . Here, t s and t e are the starting Given O r,i , for the first type of temporal interval, we initially obtain the temporal locations of high-score snippets by performing a thresholding operation with a threshold value of τ . We then group the consecutive temporal locations of highscore snippets. Among the location groups, we select only the location group that includes s ref,i to collect p i = (t s,i , t e,i ). We apply this process to all relatedness score sequences in O r to obtain as many reliable temporal intervals as possible, as sketched in Alg. 1.
For the second type of temporal interval, we first obtain the temporal locations of starting and ending snippets with the highest scores in O s,i and O e,i , respectively. We then generate a binary weight sequence W i with values of 0 for locations outside the boundaries and 1 for locations inside the boundaries:
where j s,i and j e,i are the starting and ending locations of the ith corresponding score sequences, respectively. Afterward, we compute a weighted relatedness score sequenceÔ r,i by combining the relatedness score sequence O r,i with the boundarybased binary weight sequence W i as follows:
where the addition and division are element-wise operations. FromÔ r,i , we then collect a temporal interval p i = (t s,i , t e,i ) by applying the same rule used for the first type of temporal interval generation (see Alg. 2). By employing both types of temporal intervals, we define a set of temporal intervals P = {p n } N P n=1 , where N P is the number of temporal intervals.
B. Temporal Interval Evaluation
In this step, we evaluate the action confidence scores for temporal intervals and adjust their boundaries to generate temporal action proposals. To that end, we introduce a CNN model, named Temporal Interval Evaluation Network (TIEN), which uses interval-level features for temporal intervals as input.
Interval-level features. We define an interval-level feature F I by aggregating snippet-level features within the starting and ending locations of a temporal interval. Similar to [21] , [22] , we exploit contextual information by considering boundary regions. Specifically, we use snippet-level features within [(t s − L C ), (t e + L C )] to form F I as follows:
where L C is the length of contextual snippets in the boundary region.
Temporal Interval Evaluation Network (TIEN). Given a set of interval-level features as input, TIEN performs action confidence evaluation and boundary adjustment. Interval-level evaluation provides more reliable results than snippet-level evaluation due to the consideration of global information. As the output of TIEN, we obtain the action confidence score, starting offset, and ending offset for each temporal interval.
TIEN architecture. We construct TIEN using attention, PN, and output blocks (see Fig. 4 ). The attention and PN blocks are the same as those of TIGN. For the output block, we use a global average pooling layer, a fully connected layer, and sigmoid activation to obtain an action confidence score c, a starting offset o s , and an ending offset o e for each temporal interval (see the bottom left of Fig. 5 ).
TIEN training. To train TIEN, we use temporal intervals generated by TIGN as training samples. We calculate temporal intersection-over-union (tIoU) scores between the temporal intervals and action instances to define action confidence scores c g as the ground truth. Among all of the temporal intervals, we use those with c g ≥ 0.5 as positive samples and those with c g ≤ 0.1 as negative samples. The loss function L T IEN is defined as follows:
where L T IEN c , L T IEN s , and L T IEN e are loss functions defined for the action confidence scores, starting offsets, and ending offsets, respectively. α is a parameter for balancing the contributions among the loss functions, which is empirically set to 0.1. We adopt the L 1 distance for all three loss functions as follows:
where c g n is a binary label that is set to 1 for a positive sample and 0 for a negative sample.
Temporal action proposals. By using the output of TIEN, we newly generate a set of temporal action proposals denoted by P = {p n } N P n=1 , where p n = (t s,n , t e,n , o s,n , o e,n , c n ). To remove redundant proposals, we additionally perform nonmaximum suppression (NMS) in terms of temporal overlap and action confidence scores.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. Datasets
THUMOS-14. THUMOS-14 [27] contains 1,010 and 1,574 untrimmed videos in validation and test sets, respectively. Among them, 200 and 212 videos in the validation and test sets, respectively, have temporal annotations with 20 action classes. We trained our models on the validation set and conducted an evaluation on the test set, as done in previous works [12] , [15] , [21] , [22] , [23] .
ActivityNet-1.3. ActivityNet-1.3 [28] consists of 19,994 untrimmed videos containing 200 action classes, where the training, validation, and test sets contain 10,024, 4,926, and 5,044 videos, respectively. Since annotation for the test set is not publicly available, we trained SRG on the training set and conducted an evaluation on the validation set.
B. Temporal Action Proposal Generation
Snippet-level features. We used the spatial and temporal networks in [36] to extract snippet-level features. Both networks are based on Inception-v3 [47] and were trained on Kinetics-400 [32] . We set the number of frames per snippet to 6 and 18 for THUMOS-14 and ActivityNet-1.3, respectively.
Implementation details. For THUMOS-14, we set the numbers of both s t − nbr and s t + nbr in TIGN to 600 based on the maximum action length in the training videos. Thus, f r , f s , and f e in the output block were set to 1201, 602, and 602, respectively. For the PN block of TIGN, we empirically set the number of the pyramid level to 4 with kernel and stride size pairs of (3, 1), (5, 3), (7, 5) , and (15, 7) . We used the same number of the pyramid level with kernel and stride size pairs of (1, 3), (3, 3), (5, 3) , and (7, 3) for the PN block of TIEN. We trained TIGN for 15 epochs with a learning rate that was initially set to 1 × 10 −4 and exponentially decayed every 10 steps with a base value of 0.96. We trained TIEN for 1 × 10 4 steps with the same learning rate strategy used for TIGN. We used batch sizes of 1 and 256 for TIGN and TIEN, respectively. For the interval-level features, we set L C to 20 and rescaled the temporal length of the features to 128. L C was adopted to consider contextual information, as in previous works [21] , [22] . To select the optimal value of L C , we tested values of L C such as 0, 5, 10 and 20. Among these values, L C = 0 yielded the worst performance with a relatively high loss value, whereas L C = 20 resulted in convergence at a lower loss value compared with L C = 5 and L C = 10.
For ActivityNet-1.3, we set the numbers of both s t − nbr and s t + nbr in TIGN to 540 to consider the maximum action length in the training set. Thus, f r , f s , and f e in the output block were set to 1,081, 542, and 542, respectively. We used the same kernel and stride sizes used for the PN block on the THUMOS-14 dataset. The batch sizes for training TIGN and TIEN were also the same as the values used for THUMOS-14. We trained TIGN for 10 epochs with a learning rate that was initially set to 1 × 10 −4 and exponentially decayed every 100 steps with a base value of 0.96. We trained TIEN for 3 × 10 5 steps with the same learning rate strategy used for TIGN. We rescaled the temporal length of the interval-level features to 128. We set L C to 10 because this value empirically yielded the best training results.
For both datasets, we set τ to 0.1 with an increasing step size of 0.1 to generate temporal intervals based on the relatedness and weighted relatedness score sequences. Note that, unlike TAG [18] , CTAP [21] , and MGG [23] using actionness scores, we do not group multiple temporal intervals since our score sequences consider only the action instance related to the 
Method
Feature FPS DAPs [20] C3D 134 S-CNN-prop [14] C3D 60 SST [19] C3D 301 CTAP [21] Two-Stream 418 SRG Two-Stream 473 current reference snippet. For NMS, we empirically set the threshold to 0.83 on THUMOS-14 and adaptively set the threshold to 1 − N P × 10 −4 on ActivityNet-1.3. Evaluation metrics. As done in previous studies, we computed the average recall (AR) with multiple tIoU thresholds. We used tIoU thresholds of [0.50 : 0.05 : 1.00] and [0.50 : 0.05 : 0.95] for THUMOS-14 and ActivityNet-1.3, respectively. On the THUMOS-14 dataset, we measured the AR by varying the average number of proposals (AN) from 50 to 500. On ActivityNet-1.3, we computed AR@AN=100 and the area under AR vs. AN curve (AUC). For the AUC, we considered AN values of [1 : 1 : 100].
Performance comparison. For the THUMOS-14 dataset, we plot the AR vs. AN and Recall@AN=100 vs. tIoU curves of SRG and 6 previous methods, S-CNN-prop [14] , TAG [18] , TURN [12] , CTAP [21] , BSN [22] , and MGG [23] , in Fig. 8 , where SRG outperformed state-of-the-art proposal generation methods on both AR vs. AN and Recall@AN=100 vs. tIoU curves. We further compared SRG to 9 previous methods, DAPs [20] , S-CNN-prop , SST [19] , TURN, TAL-Net-prop [15] , TAG, CTAP, BSN, and MGG, by evaluating the AR with varying AN. As shown in Table I , SRG achieved the best performance among these state-of-the-art methods at every AN.
On ActivityNet-1.3, we compared SRG to four state-of-theart proposal generators, SSAD-prop [48] , CTAP, BSN, and MGG, in terms of AR@AN=100 and the AUC. As shown in Table II , SRG outperformed the state-of-the-art methods in terms of AR@AN=100 and achieved comparable performance in terms of the AUC.
For an efficiency analysis, we compared the execution times of the proposed method and four existing approaches, DAPs, S-CNN-prop, SST, and CTAP, in Table III . We measured the processing speed in terms of frames per second (FPS) of the entire process, from feature extraction to temporal interval evaluation, using a Titan X GPU. We found that SRG operates at 473 FPS, faster than any of the other methods.
Qualitative evaluation. In Fig. 9 , we present a qualitative evaluation of our temporal action proposals on THUMOS-14 and ActivityNet-1.3. Our proposals reliably capture action instances with accurate boundaries and high action confidence scores.
C. Ablation Study
We conducted comprehensive ablation experiments to investigate the effectiveness of individual components of SRG. We first performed a qualitative evaluation of the three types of score maps (i.e., relatedness, starting, and ending) produced by TIGN. Note that the quality of these score maps is important for the generation of temporal intervals with both high recall and accurate boundaries. We visualize these score maps as obtained on both THUMOS-14 and ActivityNet-1.3 in Fig.  10 , where the score maps were reliably evaluated for both short and long action instances.
Second, we measured the recall with varying tIoU values for the temporal intervals obtained from the relatedness and weighted relatedness score sequences. As shown in Table  IV , high recall and accurate boundaries were achieved for both types of temporal intervals. We also confirmed that incorporating both types of temporal intervals enables further improvements over the individual performances. These temporal intervals can lead to high-quality proposals with high recall, accurate boundaries, and low false positive rates. Fig. 10 . Visualization of the three types of score maps generated on THUMOS-14 (first and second rows) and ActivityNet-1.3 (third and fourth rows). We visualize the ground truth for the relatedness score map, where the left and right halves are the regions considered for the starting and ending score maps. To study the effectiveness of TIGN, TIEN, and the PN block, we measured the performance on six cases as follows: TIGN CM : In TIGN, we replaced the PN block with a block consisting of two pairs of convolutional and max pooling layers, abbreviated as CM, which is identical to the early part of the PN block (see Fig. 6 ). We used the temporal intervals generated by this TIGN as proposals. For the action confidence evaluation, we jointly trained actionness scores and then averaged the scores of the snippets in each proposal. TIGN PN : We used the temporal intervals generated by TIGN with the PN block as proposals. Same as TIGN CM , we jointly trained actionness scores and averaged the scores to obtain the confidence score. TIGN CM + TIEN CM : We generated temporal intervals by using TIGN with the CM block. To obtain temporal action proposals, we then evaluated the action confidence scores for the temporal intervals and adjusted their boundaries by using TIEN with the CM block. TIGN PN + TIEN CM : We produced temporal intervals by using TIGN with the PN block. Next, we acquired proposals by using TIEN with the CM block that evaluates the confidence scores for the temporal intervals and refines their boundaries. TIGN CM + TIEN PN : We used TIGN with the CM block to generate temporal intervals. Then, TIEN with the PN block was used to evaluate the confidence scores for the temporal intervals and refine their boundaries to generate proposals. TIGN PN + TIEN PN : We used TIGN with the PN block to generate temporal intervals. We then estimated the confidence scores for the temporal intervals and adjusted their boundaries by using TIEN with the PN block for generating proposals. This is the proposed method, namely SRG. As shown in Table V , TIGN PN achieved better performance than TIGN CM , which verifies the effectiveness of using the PN block in TIGN. Moreover, we achieved a significant performance gain by employing TIEN, which demonstrates that action confidence scores evaluated by TIEN are more reliable than actionness scores. In addition, the higher improvement of TIEN PN than TIEN CM also proves the effectiveness of using the PN block in TIEN. We performed an additional experiment to investigate the possibility of boosting performance by directly incorporating snippet-level scores into interval-level scores. The effectiveness of this strategy has been verified in several works [49] , [50] , [51] . In our work, the relatedness scores of snippets and the action confidence scores of temporal intervals are regarded as snippet-level scores and interval-level scores, respectively. To combine these two types of scores, we first converted the relatedness score map into a snippet-level score sequence by averaging the scores for each temporal location. Then, we obtained a score for a given temporal interval by averaging the snippet-level scores corresponding to the locations within that temporal interval. By multiplying this score by the action confidence score, we acquired a new action confidence score. In Table VI , we compare the performances of SRG with that of the boosted SRG, where the strategy of combining these two different scores successfully improved the performance on THUMOS-14.
D. Temporal Action Detection
To examine the quality of our proposals, we employed S-CNN-cls and UNet [52] as action classifiers. S-CNN-cls is the action classifier of S-CNN [14] . Specifically, we fed our proposals into S-CNN-cls and UNet to evaluate their performance for temporal action detection. We also compared [54] for the corresponding performance due to the issue reported on the performance in [22] . the performances of state-of-the-art proposals with the same classifiers to ours. As the evaluation metric, we computed mean average precision (mAP) with varying tIoU values. As shown in Table VII , SRG outperformed the state-of-the-art proposal generators by a large margin on the THUMOS-14 dataset. These results demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of SRG.
In addition, we performed a comparison of temporal action detection performance on ActivityNet-1.3 in Table VIII , where the performance of SRG is comparable to that of the best stateof-the-art method. We used [53] to classify the actions of our proposals.
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the limitations of the proposed method. In Fig. 11 , we show failure cases of relatedness score maps for some short action instances in ActivityNet-1.3 [28] . This is because most of the videos in ActivityNet-1.3 contain a single long instance; thus, TIGN may produce less accurate results on short action instances than long action instances. These results can be refined by the boundary refinement of TIEN. We further analyze the ActivityNet-1.3 and THUMOS-14 [27] datasets. Specifically, the videos in the ActivityNet-1.3 training set contain only 1.5 action instances around the center and 36% background per video, on average, while the videos in THUMOS-14 contain an average of 15.8 instances and 71% background per video [15] . These characteristics that often appear in real-world videos make the THUMOS-14 dataset more challenging. We also observed marginal performance increases at a high level of AR on ActivityNet-1.3 and significant improvements at a low level of AR on THUMOS-14 (see Fig. 12 ). Although SRG achieved the best performances at low and middle tIoU values in Fig. 8 , there is still room for improvement at high tIoU values larger than 0.80. Specifically, TIGN in SRG aims to generate as many temporal intervals with reliable boundaries as possible for avoiding missing action instances. Thus, the generated temporal intervals have similar boundaries that are highly overlapped with true action instances. Since the boundary of action is subjective and ambiguous, a large number of the highly overlapped temporal intervals make it difficult for TIEN to precisely rank them. For example, it is a challenging task to find the best temporal intervals when they all have high tIoU values. In a similar vein, we can explain why SRG achieved lower performance than BSN [22] at the tIoU value of 0.95 and outperformed other methods at tIoU values of 0.50 and 0.75, as shown in Table  VIII . For future work, we intend to address this limitation of SRG.
In Table II , SRG achieves the best performance in terms of AR@AN=100, but SRG shows comparable performance in terms of the AUC. As aforementioned, TIGN generates a large number of temporal intervals with high tIoU values. However, TIEN struggles to precisely rank these temporal intervals when most of the temporal intervals have good-enough boundaries. This limitation of SRG yields low AR values at small AN values; thus, the AUC of SRG is slightly inferior to those of BSN and MGG [23] . Additionally, inaccurate relatedness score maps for some short action instances on ActivityNet-1.3 (see Fig. 11 ) would limit the performance increase. Improving these relatedness score maps will be another future work.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach, namely SRG, for high-quality temporal action proposal generation. SRG is based on two key ideas, "snippet relatedness" and "PN operations". The snippet relatedness indicates which snippets are related to a specific action instance. PN operations allow the snippet relatedness to be effectively learned by locally and globally capturing long-range dependencies among snippets. By employing these ideas, SRG first produces three types of 2D score maps for temporal intervals. Then, SRG evaluates the action confidence scores of the temporal intervals and refines their boundaries to generate high-quality proposals. Experimentally, we have demonstrated that SRG outperforms state-of-the-art methods on both the THUMOS-14 and ActivityNet-1.3 datasets. Furthermore, with the same standard action classifier, our proposals markedly outperform state-of-the-art proposals for temporal action detection.
